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ABSTRACT
Minor mergers have been proposed as the driving mechanism for the size growth of
quiescent galaxies with decreasing redshift. The process whereby large star-forming
galaxies quench and join the quiescent population at the large size end has also been
suggested as an explanation for this size growth. Given the clear association of quench-
ing with clusters, we explore this mechanism by studying the structural properties of
23 spectroscopically identified recently quenched (or “poststarburst” (PSB)) cluster
galaxies at z ∼ 1. Despite clear PSB spectral signatures implying rapid and violent
quenching, 87% of these galaxies have symmetric, undisturbed morphologies in the
stellar continuum. Remarkably, they follow a mass–size relation lying midway be-
tween the star-forming and quiescent field relations. This implies a rapid change in
the light profile without directly effecting the stellar distribution, suggesting changes
in the mass-to-light ratio gradients across the galaxy are responsible. We develop fad-
ing toy models to explore how star-forming galaxies move across the mass–size plane
as their stellar populations fade to match those of the PSBs. Modelling a galaxy with
a bulge+disc, and fading the disc from the “outside-in”, can lead to the contraction in
size and increase in bulge-dominance observed between star-forming and PSB cluster
galaxies. Since cluster PSBs lie on the large size end of the quiescent mass–size rela-
tion, and our previous work shows cluster galaxies are smaller than field galaxies, the
sizes of quiescent galaxies must grow both from the quenching of star-forming galaxies
and dry minor mergers.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: high-redshift
– galaxies: star formation – galaxies: stellar content
? E-mail: jmatharu@.tamu.edu
1 INTRODUCTION
Quiescent galaxies have been observed to grow dispropor-
tionately more in size than stellar mass with decreasing red-
© 2019 The Authors
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shift (e.g. Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006; van Dokkum
et al. 2008; Buitrago et al. 2008; van der Wel et al. 2008;
Damjanov et al. 2011; Raichoor et al. 2012; Cimatti et al.
2012; Mei et al. 2012; Huertas-Company et al. 2013a; van der
Wel et al. 2014). This has been a topic of debate for many
studies, with a variety of physical processes suggested for the
cause. So far, it has been found that major mergers (equal-
mass mergers) lead to a proportionate increase in the stellar
mass and size of a galaxy. If this were the mechanism driving
galaxy size growth, it would lead to a larger number of high
mass galaxies than have been observed (Hopkins et al. 2009;
Lo´pez-Sanjuan et al. 2009; Bezanson et al. 2009; Naab et al.
2009).
Two processes have emerged that can successfully ex-
plain the growth trend of quiescent galaxies with decreasing
redshift. The first is the minor mergers (mergers between
two galaxies that have a mass ratio of > 10:1 or in some
cases > 3:1) hypothesis of size growth (Bezanson et al. 2009;
Hopkins et al. 2009; Naab et al. 2009; Trujillo et al. 2011;
Hilz et al. 2012; Oser et al. 2012). In this scenario, quiescent
galaxies can grow disproportionately more in size than stel-
lar mass, approximately of the form Re f f ∝ M2∗ (Naab et al.
2009; Bezanson et al. 2009; van Dokkum et al. 2015). The
second process is the addition of recently quenched galaxies
to the quiescent population with decreasing redshift (van der
Wel et al. 2009; Carollo et al. 2013). Star-forming galaxies on
average have larger sizes than quiescent galaxies at fixed stel-
lar mass and redshift. Furthermore, their sizes at fixed stellar
mass increase with decreasing redshift (e.g. van der Wel et al.
2014). Hence when star-forming galaxies quench, they join
the quiescent population of galaxies at the large size end of
the distribution. This process predicts that age gradients as
a function of size should exist for quiescent galaxies, whereby
larger quiescent galaxies are younger than smaller quiescent
galaxies at fixed stellar mass. Several studies have found ev-
idence both for (e.g. Fagioli et al. 2016; Williams et al. 2017)
and against (e.g. Whitaker et al. 2012a; Keating et al. 2014;
Yano et al. 2016) this age gradient existing.
Recently, Matharu et al. (2019) used the cluster envi-
ronment as a laboratory to test whether minor mergers can
explain the majority of the size growth observed in quiescent
galaxies residing in the field environment. Galaxies in high
density environments such as clusters have higher peculiar
velocities compared to galaxies residing in low density envi-
ronments. Consequently, satellite galaxies in clusters rarely
collide with one another and merge (Merritt 1985; Delahaye
et al. 2017). This merger suppression (Heiderman et al. 2009
and references therein) makes growth via minor mergers in
clusters a rarity. By measuring the average difference in size
between cluster and field galaxies at z ∼ 1 in Matharu et al.
(2019), it was found that cluster galaxies are on average
smaller than field galaxies at fixed stellar mass. Other works
similar to Matharu et al. (2019) have found a wide range of
results. Early-type galaxies at low redshift (z < 0.2) are of-
ten found to exhibit no significant difference in size at fixed
stellar mass with environment (e.g. Weinmann et al. 2009;
Maltby et al. 2010; Ferna´ndez Lorenzo et al. 2013; Cappel-
lari 2013; Huertas-Company et al. 2013a,b). However, some
studies have found evidence for early-type galaxies being
smaller in clusters compared to the field at low redshift (e.g.
Poggianti et al. 2013; Cebria´n & Trujillo 2014). At inter-
mediate to high redshifts (z ≥ 0.2), early-type galaxies are
more often found to be larger in clusters at fixed stellar
mass (e.g. Cooper et al. 2012; Papovich et al. 2012; Bas-
sett et al. 2013; Lani et al. 2013; Delaye et al. 2014; Chan
et al. 2018; Andreon 2018). A summary of results from these
studies and many others that have been conducted since
2009 are collated in Appendix A of Matharu et al. (2019).
The magnitude of the size difference measured in Matharu
et al. (2019) was found to be consistent with the size growth
cluster galaxies would have undergone if they had remained
in the field rather than accreted on to their clusters at the
time most of the mass in their clusters was assembled. This
result suggested that minor mergers could indeed be respon-
sible for the dramatic size growth observed in the quiescent
field population of galaxies. However, what is now required
is evidence for whether or not recently quenched galaxies
contribute to this observed size growth.
In this study, we investigate whether the addition of
recently quenched cluster galaxies – also known as “post-
starburst” (PSB) galaxies in the literature – can lead to
an increase in the average size of quiescent cluster galaxies
with decreasing redshift. We do this by comparing the po-
sition of 23 spectroscopically confirmed recently quenched
cluster galaxies on the stellar mass–size relation to the posi-
tion of the star-forming and quiescent cluster members. Our
size measurements for the cluster sample come from Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST), Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3)
F140W imaging of ten clusters at z ∼ 1 drawn from the
GCLASS survey. This sample represents the largest sam-
ple of spectroscopically confirmed cluster galaxies at z ∼ 1
to-date.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe our data and the sample of recently quenched cluster
galaxies. Section 3 discusses the F140W direct images of
the recently quenched galaxies and what clues this provides
for the quenching mechanism(s) responsible. The position of
the recently quenched cluster galaxies on the stellar mass–
size relation is presented and studied in Section 4. A more
thorough analysis of their morphology with respect to other
cluster members is then studied in Section 5. In Section 6, we
investigate if the distinct properties of the recently quenched
galaxies in GCLASS can aid in explaining their evolutionary
path on the mass–size plane. We discuss the implications of
our findings in Section 7 and summarise in Section 8.
All magnitudes quoted are in the AB system and we
assume a ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.307, ΩΛ = 0.693
and H0 = 67.7 kms−1 Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration XIII
2016).
2 DATA
2.1 Cluster sample
The cluster sample from which the PSBs are identified con-
sists of 10 massive (M200 > 1014M) clusters in the redshift
range 0.86 < z < 1.34. These clusters are a subsample of the
clusters discovered in the 42 square degree Spitzer Adap-
tation of the Red-sequence Cluster Survey (SpARCS, see
Muzzin et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2009 and Demarco et al.
2010). This subsample of clusters was selected for spectro-
scopic follow-up as part of the Gemini Cluster Astrophysics
Spectroscopic Survey (GCLASS, see Muzzin et al. 2012 and
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van der Burg et al. 2013). As part of this survey, extensive
optical spectroscopy was obtained using the Gemini Multi-
Object Spectrographs (GMOS) on both Gemini-South and
-North. In total, 1282 galaxies obtained a spectroscopic red-
shift, with 457 being identified as cluster members. There
is also 11-band photometry available for the ten clusters
(ugrizJKs, 3.6µm, 4.5µm, 5.8µm, 8.0µm), details of which
can be found in Appendix A of van der Burg et al. (2013).
The study presented in this paper is based on newly acquired
photometry with HST in the F140W (wide JH wavelength
range of 12003 < λ / A˚ < 15843) filter.
2.2 HST data
A HST WFC3 F140W imaging and G141 grism follow-up
of the 10 clusters from GCLASS was conducted to ob-
tain spatially resolved Hα maps of the star-forming cluster
galaxies (GO-13845; PI Muzzin). The wavelength coverage
of the G141 grism spans 10750 < λ / A˚ < 17000. The Hα
emission line can therefore be detected for galaxies between
0.7 < z < 1.5. A spatially resolved spectrum for every object
in the field of view can be obtained with a resolving power
of R ∼ 130.
These data were used to carry out a detailed compari-
son of the stellar mass–size relation in the clusters compared
to a field population of galaxies from 3D-HST at the same
redshift (see Matharu et al. 2019). 392 of the 457 spectro-
scopically confirmed cluster members in GCLASS are in the
HST fields-of-view, of which 344 met the sample selection
criteria for the stellar mass–size relation study in Matharu
et al. (2019). An additional 177 cluster members were iden-
tified using the grism spectra. 5 galaxies with low-confidence
spectra from GCLASS were also confirmed as cluster mem-
bers using grism spectra. This amounted to a final sample of
526 cluster galaxies. For more details on the HST data, clus-
ter member identification process using G141 spectra and
the sample selection criteria for the stellar mass–size rela-
tion study, we refer the reader to Matharu et al. (2019).
The stellar mass–size relation study presented in Math-
aru et al. (2019) allowed for the structural analysis of the
GCLASS cluster galaxies for the first time: and with it, the
PSBs – the results of which we will present in this paper.
2.3 PSB sample
The PSBs form part of the sample of cluster galaxies that
were spectroscopically confirmed as part of the GCLASS
survey (see Section 2.1). As part of a study into the ef-
fects of environment and stellar mass on galaxy proper-
ties, the PSBs were identified as recently quenched star-
forming galaxies based on features in their GMOS spectra.
These were identified from 9 of the 10 clusters, since the
rest-frame wavelength coverage of the spectra for the 10th
cluster were limited to λrest < 4050A˚ due to its high red-
shift. The spectra were taken with the R150 grating, giv-
ing a spectral resolution of R = 450. In the rest-frame, this
corresponds to a spectral resolution of ∼ 8A˚, and is suffi-
cient for identifying absorption lines. The wavelength cover-
age of the spectra are 6300 < λ/A˚ < 9200, corresponding
to 3000 . λ/A˚ . 4500 in the rest-frame. For full details
on the GMOS spectra, we refer the reader to Muzzin et al.
(2012).
The criteria for the poststarburst classification was cho-
sen to select galaxies similar to K+A galaxies which are
identified from rest-frame optical spectra in the literature
(Dressler et al. 1999; Poggianti et al. 1999; Balogh et al.
1999; Poggianti et al. 2009; Yan et al. 2009). Despite there
being no strict definition for these galaxies, they are usu-
ally defined by their spectral properties, as having an ab-
sence of emission lines, but strong Balmer line absorption
(EW(Hδ)> 5A˚). The Hδ absorption feature that is required
in the K+A classification has weak equivalent widths of 2-
7A˚. The signal-to-noise ratio of most galaxies in GCLASS
at z ∼ 1 make it difficult to detect reliably. This line is also
further weakened by the contamination of many sky lines.
Consequently for GCLASS, D(4000) was used since it is cor-
related with EW(Hδ) (Balogh et al. 1999). D(4000) is defined
as the strength of the 4000A˚ break in spectra. For the GMOS
PSB spectra, it is measured by taking the ratio of the flux in
the red continuum at 4000-4100A˚ to that in the blue contin-
uum at 3850-3950A˚ (Balogh et al. 1999; Muzzin et al. 2012).
The GCLASS PSBs were therefore defined as those galaxies
with an absence of [OII] emission and 1.0 < D(4000) < 1.45
in their GMOS spectra. A stacked spectrum of the cluster
galaxies that met this criteria revealed a spectrum very sim-
ilar to that of a K+A galaxy, suggesting that the average
galaxy selected by this criteria is a K+A galaxy. For more
details on the PSB classification process, we refer the reader
to Muzzin et al. (2012).
The stacked spectrum from GMOS, along with the
stacked spectrum obtained from the G141 grism for the
PSBs is shown in Figure 1. The grism spectra were taken
with the WFC3 G141 grism on board the HST. These spec-
tra have a resolution of R = 130 and a wavelength coverage of
10750 < λ / A˚ < 17000. This corresponds to a rest-frame
coverage of 5300 . λ/ A˚ . 8500. Raw grism spectra are
two-dimensional, providing a spatially-resolved spectrum of
each object in the field-of-view (see Figure 1 of Matharu
et al. (2019) for example). One-dimensional spectra can be
obtained from these and stacked. 13 of the 23 PSBs pre-
sented in this study had grism spectra with good enough
quality (no contamination from neighbouring objects and
more than half the grism spectrum available) such that they
could be stacked. 28 PSBs were used for the stacked spec-
trum in the optical, of which 5 are not in the HST fields-of-
view and therefore not part of the study presented in this pa-
per. It is clear from Figure 1 that the optical spectra (shown
in green) fit the model (shown in black) well. Despite the
much lower signal-to-noise ratio of the grism spectra (shown
in red), they remain consistent with the optical template.
There is also evidence for very weak Hα emission, since Hα
emission is clearly seen in the grism spectrum of one of the
PSBs. Nevertheless, the absence of Hα emission for most of
the PSBs confirms that these galaxies have strongly sup-
pressed star formation.
Since the classification of the GCLASS PSBs was based
on a spectroscopic criteria that was designed to apply to
z ∼ 0 galaxies, a clarification is required as to what galax-
ies this selection criteria leads to at z ∼ 1, the redshift of
GCLASS. In general, galaxies in the nearby universe have
much lower star formation rates (SFRs) than those at higher
redshifts. To explain a PSB spectrum at low redshifts, the
galaxy in question must have experienced a starburst before
it quenched. i.e, it must have had high levels of star forma-
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 1. Normalised mean stacked spectra for the GCLASS PSBs from Gemini/GMOS in the optical (shown in green) and from the
HST WFC3 G141 grism in the infrared (shown in red). Stacked spectrum in the optical is calculated from 28 PSBs. Stacked spectrum in
the infrared is calculated from 13 PSBs (13 of the 23 in the HST fields-of-view had good quality grism spectra). Overlaid black spectrum
shows the best-fit Bruzual & Charlot (2003) spectrum (Muzzin et al. 2014). This model has been smoothed with a uniform filter such
that it has the approximate resolution of GMOS (R = 450) up to ∼5000A˚, after which it has the approximate resolution of the G141
grism (R = 130). The part of the plot in which the model has been smoothed to the resolution of the G141 grism has been shaded with a
light grey background. Prominent emission/absorption lines have been labeled with dotted grey vertical lines. [OII] is not detected, but
its position is labeled for reference.
tion, which are uncommon for z = 0 star-forming galaxies.
A galaxy undergoing a starburst usually lies systematically
above the star-forming main sequence at fixed redshift, with
SFRs & 4 (e.g. Noeske et al. 2007; Rodighiero et al. 2011;
Elbaz et al. 2018). Towards higher redshifts, the intercept
of the star-forming main sequence (SFR–stellar mass rela-
tion for star-forming galaxies) increases (Noeske et al. 2007;
Whitaker et al. 2012b). Therefore, a galaxy that is consid-
ered a starburst galaxy at z = 0 will be considered a nor-
mal star-forming galaxy at higher redshifts. The GCLASS
PSBs reside at z ∼ 1, where SFRs were ∼ 6 times higher1
than at z ∼ 0 (Whitaker et al. 2012b, 2014). Employing the
term “poststarburst” is somewhat misleading in connection
with this sample of galaxies because these are normal star-
forming galaxies at z ∼ 1 that have had their regular lev-
els of star formation suddenly terminated, rather than true
PSB galaxies akin to those found locally. There is no re-
quirement to invoke a starburst as the explanation for their
spectral properties. At this redshift, they can therefore be
considered as “post star-forming” galaxies. Despite the term
“poststarburst” being misleading for this sample of galaxies,
we choose to continue using it to maintain consistency with
previous analyses on this sample (Muzzin et al. 2012, 2014)
and with the K+A notation used throughout the literature.
3 HST IMAGING OF THE PSBS
In Figure 2 we show the F140W direct images of the PSBs in
square cutouts. The dimensions of each cutout in kiloparsecs
is shown in the top right-hand corner of each cutout. The
spectroscopic redshift of each galaxy is shown in the bottom
1 At a fixed stellar mass of Log(M∗/M) ∼ 10.
left-hand corner of each cutout. The images are ordered by
increasing stellar mass. Cutouts with solid line (dashed line)
borders are those PSBs with reliable (low-confidence) spec-
troscopic redshifts.
The majority of the PSBs show no signs of distur-
bances or interactions and are symmetric in shape. This is
somewhat puzzling, since the abrupt end in these galaxies’
star formation suggests that a severe violent process (e.g. a
merger or a high-speed close-proximity flyby, both of which
would likely leave tidal signatures or some sort of asymme-
try) would likely be responsible. The fact that most of the
PSBs are symmetric and undisturbed effectively rules out vi-
olent quenching mechanisms that are capable of altering the
stellar distribution of galaxies. These include harassment,
mergers and tidal-stripping.
These quenching mechanisms were already ruled out in
more detailed previous work done on the PSBs. A detailed
study using the large sample of spectroscopically confirmed
cluster galaxies in GCLASS unveiled that the PSBs reside
in a distinct location of clustercentric velocity versus posi-
tion phase space (Muzzin et al. 2014). Using several zoom-
in dark-matter-only simulations, the coherent “ring” traced
by the PSBs in this phase space could be reproduced by
quenching galaxies rapidly (within 0.1 - 0.5 Gyr) after they
made their first passage of R ∼ 0.5R200. In Muzzin et al.
(2014) it was also found that the GMOS spectra of the
PSBs could only be fit well with high resolution Bruzual &
Charlot (2003) stellar population models if a rapid quench-
ing timescale of 0.4+0.3−0.4 Gyr is assumed. The rapidity of
the quenching, suggested both by this phase space analysis
and the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) fitting of the
PSBs, ruled out quenching mechanisms that operate on long
timescales such as mergers, harassment and tidal-stripping.
The short quenching timescale is consistent with gas strip-
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 2. HST WFC3 F140W cutouts of the GCLASS PSBs
in order of increasing stellar mass. PSBs with reliable (low-
confidence) spectroscopic redshifts are shown with solid (dashed)
line borders. The dimensions of each cutout in kiloparsecs and
the spectroscopic redshift of each PSB is shown in the top right-
and bottom left-hand corners of each cutout respectively. The
colourmap is logarithmic.
ping processes such as ram-pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott
1972) and/or strangulation (Larson et al. 1980).
Some of the PSBs however do show evidence of pro-
cesses involving the possible stripping of stars or mergers.
The most striking example is the second PSB on the penul-
timate row, which seems to have a tail of stripped stars as
well as asymmetry in the overall galaxy. The last PSB on
the second row shows evidence of a bridge between itself and
a close companion. A close companion is also seen near the
second PSB on the fifth row, which may be tidally inter-
acting with the PSB. Whilst some of the PSBs have clear
neighbouring galaxies, none have identifiable tidal features.
Additionally, it is reasonable to expect close companions in
projection when observing high density environments such
as clusters. Furthermore, the PSBs quenched ∼ 0.5 Gyr prior
to observation (Muzzin et al. 2014). If a merger, harassment
or tidal interaction was responsible for triggering the PSB
phase, 0.5 Gyr is not enough time for the stars to settle into
a symmetric, undisturbed disc. Therefore, it seems unlikely
that mergers or tidal stripping are the dominant processes
responsible for the emergence of the GCLASS PSBs.
4 PSBS ON THE CLUSTER STELLAR
MASS–SIZE RELATION
Figure 3 shows the cluster stellar mass–size relation for all
10 of the GCLASS clusters with the PSBs highlighted in
green. Sizes are the half-light radii measurements along the
semi-major axis from single-component Se´rsic profile fits
with GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002, 2010). Details of the size
determination process and its reliability can be found in
Matharu et al. (2019). The PSBs that are highlighted with
green squares have reliable spectroscopic redshifts, and were
therefore included in the cluster mass–size relation study for
GCLASS in Matharu et al. (2019). The PSBs highlighted by
green diamonds have low-confidence spectroscopic redshifts
which resulted in them being excluded from the analysis in
Matharu et al. (2019). Nevertheless, we include them on this
plot for reference, since they have properties consistent with
the PSBs that have higher quality spectra. Open blue (red)
circles indicate star-forming (quiescent) cluster galaxies be-
low the mass completeness limits of GCLASS. The mass
completeness limits of GCLASS are log(M∗/M) = 9.96 and
log(M∗/M) = 9.60 for quiescent and star-forming cluster
galaxies respectively. For details on how these were calcu-
lated, we refer the reader to Matharu et al. (2019). Galaxies
were classified as star-forming or quiescent based on their
rest-frame UVJ colours (see Matharu et al. 2019). The solid
black lines show the field relations at z ∼ 1 calculated us-
ing stellar mass and size measurements from 3D-HST (see
Matharu et al. (2019) for a detailed explanation on how these
were calculated).
It can be clearly seen that the PSBs do not follow the
same stellar mass–size relation as the star-forming or quies-
cent galaxies. They seem to lie in a distinct region, halfway
between the star-forming and quiescent mass–size relations.
We would like to emphasise that the PSBs were selected
based solely on their spectroscopic properties and not on
any visual property such as morphology. The PSB sample
of galaxies in GCLASS were defined in Muzzin et al. (2012,
2014), well before the HST imaging (Section 2.2) was ob-
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 3. Stellar mass–size relation for the GCLASS clusters. Blue (red) filled circles show star-forming (quiescent) galaxies within
the mass completeness limits. Re f f is the half-light radius in kpc. Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs) are circled in grey. Poststarburst
(PSBs) galaxies with reliable spectroscopic redshifts are marked with green squares. PSBs with low-confidence spectroscopic redshifts
are marked with green diamonds. Solid black lines show the field relations at z ∼ 1 calculated using results from van der Wel et al. (2012,
2014). Open blue (red) circles show measurements for star-forming (quiescent) galaxies beyond the mass completeness limits.
tained. Now, after measuring their stellar masses and sizes,
we have found they also lie on a distinct mass–size rela-
tion, indicative of galaxies transitioning from star-forming
to quiescent-like structural properties. We therefore choose
to fit a relation to the PSBs, shown as the black dotted line.
This is a least-squares fit to the PSBs with reliable spectro-
scopic redshifts.
It is clear that the PSBs do not follow the mean mass–
size relation of star-forming galaxies for their redshift. This
is remarkable, because they have only recently quenched.
These galaxies must have been on the star-forming mass–
size relation a few hundred million years prior to z ∼ 1.
Since the PSBs have only recently quenched, it is not ex-
pected that they would have had enough time to alter their
structural properties significantly from those of typical star-
forming galaxies. Previous work on the PSBs has shown that
they likely began quenching ∼ 0.5 Gyr prior to observation
(see Section 3 and Muzzin et al. 2014 for more details). Most
of the PSBs have symmetric, undisturbed morphologies in
the stellar continuum (see Section 3). They also have tran-
sitional stellar mass–size properties between those reminis-
cent of star-forming and quiescent galaxies. Together, these
results seem to suggest that the quenching mechanism re-
sponsible affects solely the gas content of galaxies, and not
the stars. However, it is somehow capable of altering the
light profile of a galaxy in a very specific way.
5 MORPHOLOGY OF THE PSBS
Figure 4 shows the cluster stellar mass–size relation in the
largest panel, but now with the points colour-coded by their
Se´rsic index, n. Following previous work done on the mor-
phological variation of cluster galaxies across the mass–size
plane (Matharu et al. 2019), we divide Se´rsic index mea-
surements into three bins. Disc-like, intermediate-type and
bulge-like galaxies are defined as those galaxies with n 6 1,
1 < n < 2.5 and n > 2.5 respectively. These are shown in blue,
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 4. Main panel: GCLASS stellar mass–size relation with points colour-coded by Se´rsic index. Colour-coding corresponds to the
three bins used for morphological indication in Matharu et al. (2019). Gradient colourmaps are used within each morphological class to
highlight to what degree a galaxy is either disc-like, intermediate-type or bulge-like. PSBs with reliable spectroscopic redshifts are shown
as large squares. PSBs with low-confidence spectroscopic redshifts are shown as large diamonds. All other cluster galaxies are shown as
small circular points in the background. Open markers show measurements below mass completeness limits. Lines are the same as in
Figure 3 and the BCGs are circled in grey. Top right panel: The percentage of each morphological type within the quiescent, star-forming
and PSB (offset for clarity) classifications. These calculations only take into account galaxies within the mass completeness limits, of
which the sample sizes are stated in the legend within brackets. Error bars are Poisson errors. Bottom right panel: The average Se´rsic
index of the star-forming, PSB and quiescent populations for galaxies within the mass completeness limits. Error bars show the standard
error in the mean.
green and red respectively. Within each of these three mor-
phological classifications, we show to what degree a galaxy is
either disc-like, intermediate-type or bulge-like by using gra-
dient colourmaps. In general, lower Se´rsic indices are a proxy
for more disc-like morphologies and vice versa. PSBs with re-
liable (low-confidence) spectroscopic redshifts are shown as
large squares (diamonds). The smaller circular points in the
background show the rest of the cluster galaxies. BCGs are
circled in grey. The lines are the same as in Figure 3. The
top right panel shows the percentage of each morphologi-
cal type within the star-forming, quiescent and PSB (offset
for clarity) populations within the mass completeness lim-
its. The quiescent mass completeness limit is used for the
PSBs and the error bars show Poisson errors. The bottom
right panel shows the mean Se´rsic index for each of the three
populations within the mass completeness limits. The errors
bars show the standard error in the mean.
Since Se´rsic index has been found to be well-correlated
with quiescence (e.g. Franx et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2012), it is
not surprising that we find the quiescent (star-forming) pop-
ulation with the highest percentage of bulge-like (disc-like)
galaxies. This can be seen both in the main panel – where
most of the blue (red) circular points lie on the star-forming
(quiescent) mass–size relation – and in the top right panel.
Also evident from the top right panel is that the PSBs have
the highest percentage (∼ 50%) of intermediate-type galax-
ies out of the three populations. They also have a percentage
of bulge-like galaxies that falls almost exactly between the
percentages of bulge-like galaxies found for the star-forming
and quiescent populations. Interestingly, they have the low-
est percentage of disc-like galaxies among the three pop-
ulations. Due to poor sample statistics (stated in the leg-
end of this panel), the uncertainties on the PSB morphol-
ogy fractions are large (∼ ±20%). We therefore appreciate
that these results need to be verified with better statistics
in future work. Since the PSB population is dominated by
intermediate-types and bulge-like galaxies, it is therefore not
surprising that the PSBs have a mean Se´rsic index that is
closer to the mean Se´rsic index of the quiescent population,
yet still intermediary between the mean Se´rsic indices of the
star-forming and quiescent populations (bottom right-hand
panel).
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Since the PSBs have only recently quenched, we would
have expected them to have a similar percentage of disc-
like galaxies to the star-forming population and therefore a
mean Se´rsic index much closer to that of the star-forming
population. Instead, these results suggest that the PSBs are
galaxies which morphologically transformed both recently
and rapidly.
The PSBs do not exhibit disturbed morphologies in the
stellar continuum (see Section 3), but do have Se´rsic in-
dices more reminiscent of bulge-like morphologies. Since the
PSBs are recently quenched galaxies, it is surprising how
quickly their morphology has become bulge-dominated. One
hypothesis is that before these galaxies quenched, they had
both a disc and bulge component, but the disc is likely
to have been brighter than the bulge. The rapid quench-
ing could have caused a rapid fading of the disc, such that
the bulge became relatively brighter than the disc. Quench-
ing processes that are capable of causing a rapid fading of
galactic discs without affecting the stellar distribution are
processes which solely affect the gas content of galaxies. Can-
didate processes for this are ram-pressure stripping (Gunn
& Gott 1972) and strangulation/starvation (Larson et al.
1980). The gas – which is required for star formation – is
more loosely bound in galactic discs. Therefore, these pro-
cesses remove gas more efficiently from the discs of galaxies
rather than their bulges (Abadi et al. 1999).
In the next section, we investigate whether a simple
disc-fading model of galaxy quenching can explain the for-
mation of most of the GCLASS PSB population.
6 ARE PSBS FADED DISCS?
As mentioned at the end of the previous section, the quench-
ing processes that are likely to be responsible for the emer-
gence of the PSBs can cause the fading of galactic discs.
To build a better understanding of how disc-fading affects
the structural properties of typical star-forming galaxies at
z ∼ 1, we will be presenting a variety of disc-fading toy mod-
els in this Section. For each model, we will track how typi-
cal star-forming galaxies move across the mass–size plane as
their discs fade, and how their morphology (as dictated by
the Se´rsic index) changes.
The star-forming, PSB and quiescent cluster galaxies in
GCLASS have very well defined stellar populations as dic-
tated by their spectral properties (e.g. see Section 2.3 for a
discussion on the spectral properties of the PSBs). There-
fore, there are tight constraints on the allowed amount of
disc-fading in each model, such that the final galaxy exhibits
stellar populations reminiscent of the average PSB.
The aim of this Section is therefore twofold: we will
be exploring whether disc-fading can simultaneously create
a population of galaxies with similar stellar populations to
the PSBs and similar structural properties to the PSBs, as
dictated by their distinct mass–size relation.
6.1 Disc-fading toy model (bulge and disc)
The first model we explore is one in which galaxies are mod-
elled as having both a bulge and disc component. In typical
star-forming galaxies, galactic bulges tend to host the oldest
stars in the galaxy. Therefore, in our model, we ensure that
the bulge models have a brightness that reflects older stellar
populations than the disc models.
Since the stellar populations of the GCLASS cluster
galaxies are well defined (Section 6), there are strict con-
straints on the brightness of the bulge and disc components
in this model. Similarly, there are tight constraints on how
much the disc can fade such that the resulting galaxy has
stellar populations reminiscent of the average PSB.
The first step in applying these constraints requires an
understanding of how the brightness of a stellar population
varies with age at fixed stellar mass. To do this, we deter-
mine the F140W stellar mass-to-light ratios as they would
be observed at z ∼ 1 for a set of stellar population models
with solar metallicity using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) li-
braries. A Chabrier (2003) initial mass function is used. We
then see how these mass-to-light ratios vary with D(4000)
(see Figure A1 in Appendix A), which is a good indicator
for age (see Section 2.3).
6.1.1 Relative brightnesses of the bulge and disc
In the GCLASS spectroscopic sample (see Section 2.1), disc-
dominated (n 6 1) star-forming cluster galaxies have an av-
erage D(4000) = 1.2, the PSBs have an average D(4000) = 1.4
and bulge-dominated (n > 2.5) quiescent cluster galaxies
have an average D(4000) = 1.7. In our disc-fading model,
we require our starting galaxies to resemble star-forming
disc-dominated galaxies and our faded galaxies to resem-
ble the PSBs. Therefore, we use the average D(4000) val-
ues for these two populations in GCLASS to determine the
D(4000) values of the disc components for the starting and
disc-faded galaxies in our model. For simplicity, we create
model galaxies only for the case where the stellar mass of
the bulge equals the stellar mass of the disc. For the bulge
components, we use D(4000) = 1.7, the average D(4000) of
bulge-dominated quiescent cluster galaxies in GCLASS. We
then find the corresponding F140W mass-to-light ratio for
D(4000) = 1.7 from the relation between D(4000) and the
F140W stellar mass-to-light ratios in our stellar population
models (see Figure A1 in Appendix A). The D(4000) value
for the disc component that ensures the overall D(4000) = 1.2
for the starting galaxy is then found, which is 1.09. Similarly,
the D(4000) value for the disc component that ensures the
overall D(4000) = 1.4 for the faded galaxy is found, which
is 1.25. These are found by calculating the weighted mean
(based on the relative brightness of the disc and bulge from
their F140W mass-to-light ratios) of the D(4000) values for
the bulge and disc components in each case. These param-
eters are summarised in Table 1. For the starting galaxy
models, the disc is 5 times brighter than the bulge. For the
faded galaxy models, the disc is 2 times brighter than the
bulge. Therefore, the disc is faded by a factor of ∼ 2 in our
disc-fading model.
6.1.2 Se´rsic profiles of model galaxies
Model Se´rsic profiles for the discs and bulges are created us-
ing GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002, 2010). These have the same
properties as the GCLASS F140W images (e.g. resolution
and magnitude zeropoint). Since the PSBs began quenching
∼ 0.4 Gyr ago (Muzzin et al. 2014), the discs of the start-
ing galaxies in the disc-fading toy model must follow the
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Table 1. Summary of parameters for model galaxies in the disc-fading toy model presented in Section 6.1. n is Se´rsic index, b/a is axis
ratio and P.A. is position angle.
Galaxy Component D(4000) Combined Contribution to Magnitude n b/a P.A.
D(4000) total brightness (%) (degrees counter-clockwise)
Starting Bulge 1.7 1.2 17 23.75 4 0.76 90
Disc 1.09 83 22.00 1 0.62 90
Faded Bulge 1.7 1.4 33 23.75 4 0.76 90
Disc 1.25 67 22.75 1 0.62 90
Input disc Input bulge
GCLASS PSBs
(similar Log
(Mass / M¯))
Starting galaxy
(disc+bulge)
PSB after
disc-fading
(faded disc+bulge)
Log (M∗/M¯)= 9.86
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 3.59
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 9.86
Magnitude= 23.75
Reff/kpc= 0.32
n= 4.0
b/a = 0.76
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.16
Magnitude= 21.8
Reff/kpc= 2.87
n= 1.41
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.16
Magnitude= 22.39
Reff/kpc= 2.36
n= 1.74
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.19
Magnitude= 21.96
Reff/kpc= 1.15
n= 2.17
b/a= 0.30
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.28
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 4.37
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.28
Magnitude= 23.75
Reff/kpc= 0.83
n= 4.0
b/a = 0.76
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.58
Magnitude= 21.8
Reff/kpc= 3.67
n= 1.33
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.58
Magnitude= 22.39
Reff/kpc= 3.18
n= 1.61
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.52
Magnitude= 21.35
Reff/kpc= 2.53
n= 2.87
b/a= 0.71
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.70
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 5.32
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.70
Magnitude= 23.75
Reff/kpc= 2.22
n= 4.0
b/a = 0.76
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.00
Magnitude= 21.81
Reff/kpc= 4.82
n= 1.26
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.00
Magnitude= 22.39
Reff/kpc= 4.44
n= 1.49
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.01
Magnitude= 20.36
Reff/kpc= 5.56
n= 2.96
b/a= 0.77
Figure 5. Examples of models created with GALFIT for the disc-fading toy model (Section 6.1). Model galaxies for three stellar masses
(Log(M∗/M) = 10.16, 10.58 and 11.00) are shown (third and fourth column). First and second columns show the disc and bulge models,
respectively. The discs follow the z ∼ 1.1 star-forming disc mass–size relation in the field. The bulges follow the z ∼ 1 quiescent field
mass–size relation (see Section 6.1.2). All disc models have Magnitude= 22.0, Se´rsic index, n = 1.0 and axis ratio, b/a = 0.62. All bulge
models have a magnitude that is 5 times fainter than the disc models (see Section 6.1.1). All bulge models are set to have n = 4.0 and
b/a = 0.76. Bulge and disc models have the same stellar masses. The disc and bulge models are then combined to create starting galaxies
shown in the third column. The disc model is then faded by a factor of 2 and combined with the input bulge model to create faded disc
galaxies, shown in the penultimate column. Final column shows PSBs from GCLASS with similar stellar masses to the galaxy models.
Parameters listed in all cutouts show the measured values from GALFIT. For the models, sizes are converted into kpc assuming the
models are at z = 1. The dimensions of all cutouts are the same, as well as the position angle (measured counter-clockwise) of all models
and the PSBs, set to 90 degrees. The colourmap is logarithmic.
mass–size relation for disc-dominated star-forming galaxies
at this epoch, which corresponds to z ∼ 1.1. We calculate this
mass–size relation using a large sample of disc-dominated
star-forming galaxies in the field at z ∼ 1.1, taken from 3D-
HST (van der Wel et al. 2012). These are calculated with
the same method2 used to calculate the z ∼ 1 field rela-
tions (Section 4). We assume that the PSBs will eventually
2 Except that in this case there is one sample. We run the fitting
method 1000 times on this sample to capture the range of possible
evolve into quiescent galaxies that are similar to the qui-
escent bulge-dominated population in GCLASS. Quiescent
bulge-dominated galaxies in 3D-HST at z ∼ 1 have a mass–
size relation that is consistent with the z ∼ 1 field mass–size
relation for the entire quiescent population (see for example
Figure 9 in Matharu et al. 2019). Therefore, our bulge mod-
els have stellar masses and sizes that follow the z ∼ 1 quies-
intercept and gradient values. The average value for the intercept
and gradient are used for the final relation.
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cent field mass–size relation. We create disc and bulge mod-
els spanning the stellar mass range of the GCLASS PSBs
(9.32 < Log(M∗/M) < 11).
We assign axis ratios to the disc and bulge models that
are typical of star-forming and quiescent field galaxies at
z ∼ 1 (see Figure 4 of Hill et al. 2019). Disc and Bulge mod-
els are assigned Se´rsic indices typical of disc-dominated star-
forming and bulge-dominated quiescent galaxies, respec-
tively (see Figure 9 of Matharu et al. 2019). All disc models
have a Se´rsic index n = 1 and an axis ratio b/a = 0.623. All
bulge models have n = 4 and b/a = 0.764.
The magnitudes of all the discs are set to F140W magni-
tude=22, which is the average magnitude of the star-forming
disc-dominated cluster galaxies in GCLASS. The bulges
are 5 times fainter than the discs for the starting galax-
ies (F140W magnitude=23.75) and the discs are 2 times
brighter (F140W magnitude=22.75) than the bulges for the
faded galaxies. A summary of all the important parameters
for the disc and bulge models is shown in Table 1.
Model galaxies are then created by adding the corre-
sponding disc and bulge model Se´rsic profiles. Examples of
galaxy models for three stellar masses within the mass com-
pleteness limits of GCLASS (Section 4) are shown in Fig-
ure 5. Alongside the disc-faded galaxy models, we show se-
lect PSBs that have a similar stellar mass to the disc-faded
model galaxies.
6.1.3 The stellar mass–size relation of faded discs
The Se´rsic models have their sizes and Se´rsic indices deter-
mined using the same two-GALFIT-run approach described
in Matharu et al. (2019). The same point-spread function
(PSF) is used for all the models. This is just one of the pre-
selected stars (see Matharu et al. 2019) in the WFC3 F140W
images of one of the GCLASS clusters. A noise map is not
used since our models are noiseless (apart from the noise in-
troduced by convolving the models with the PSF such that
they match the resolution limit of WFC3) and no sky es-
timation is carried out since there is no sky background in
our models.
The resulting median size measurements for
multiple stellar mass bins (9.32 < Log(M∗/M) < 11
for discs, 9.80 < Log(M∗/M) < 11 for bulges and
9.62 < Log(M∗/M) < 11 for galaxies)5 are shown as
large points on the mass–size relation in the largest panel of
Figure 6. The disc and bulge input model measurements are
3 This is the axis ratio of UVJ-selected star-forming galaxies at
z ∼ 1 with M∗ = 1011M in 3D-HST+CANDELS, interpolated
from values calculated for 0.5 < z < 1.0 and 1.0 < z < 1.5 shown
in Figure 4 of Hill et al. 2019.
4 This is the axis ratio ofUVJ-selected quiescent galaxies at z ∼ 1
with M∗ = 1011M in 3D-HST+CANDELS, interpolated from
values calculated for 0.5 < z < 1.0 and 1.0 < z < 1.5 shown in
Figure 4 of Hill et al. 2019.
5 Bulge model measurements are only plotted within the qui-
escent mass completeness limit, since lower stellar mass results
fall well within the unresolved size regime (see Figure 6). Since
galaxy models have stellar masses 2M∗,bulge (or 2M∗,disc), the
minimum stellar mass for which there are galaxy models is
Log(M∗/M) = 9.62. We only plot model results up to the in-
tersection point of the z ∼ 1 field mass–size relations.
shown as small blue and large red circles respectively. The
resolution limit of the F140W images is equivalent to 0.5
kiloparsecs at z = 1. Therefore, the sizes measured for the
bulge models that fall below this threshold are unresolved
and therefore unreliable. This regime of unresolved sizes
is shown as the shaded grey region. The median size mea-
surements of the starting star-forming galaxies are shown
as open green squares. The median size measurements of
the faded disc galaxies are shown as filled green squares.
The dashed black line shows the z ∼ 1.1 star-forming field
relation6, which is expected to approximately follow the
mass–size relation of the starting galaxies. The solid grey
line is the z ∼ 1.1 mass–size relation for disc-dominated
star-forming galaxies in the field (see Section 6.1.2). The
solid black lines show the z ∼ 1 field relations (which are
the same solid black lines in Figures 3 and 4) for reference.
It is evident that disc-fading leads to a reduction in the
overall size of a galaxy at fixed stellar mass. However, given
the tight constraints on the allowed amount of fading from
the measured D(4000) values, the magnitude of this reduc-
tion is not enough to explain the stellar mass–size relation of
the PSBs. The reason the starting galaxies do not lie on the
z ∼ 1.1 star-forming field mass–size relation is because their
discs are not bright enough. If the discs were brighter than
they currently are, the bulge components would become even
more subdominant in brightness, leading to an increase in
the overall half-light radius of the starting galaxy model.
Consequently, the position of the starting galaxy models on
the mass–size plane would be in better agreement with the
z ∼ 1.1 star-forming field mass–size relation. There are two
ways in which this can be improved. The first is to increase
the disc stellar mass (and therefore by definition the size due
to the mass–size relation) for each starting galaxy. When
testing this in the modelling, we found that a more disc-
dominated starting galaxy led to a smaller size reduction
as a result of disc-fading. The second option is to reduce
the stellar age of the disc, thereby increasing its brightness.
This increases the difference in stellar age between the start-
ing and faded galaxies, thereby increasing the size reduction
due to disc-fading. However, reducing the average age of
the stellar populations in the disc violates our D(4000) con-
straints from the observations. Therefore, the results shown
in Figure 6 show the optimal performance of our disc-fading
model under our tight constraints. The magnitude of the
size drop, shown by the length of the blue-to-red coloured
arrow, is not able to bring the faded disc galaxies inline with
the PSB mass–size relation. Quantitatively, at the median
stellar mass of the PSBs that fall within the quiescent mass
completeness limit (Log(M∗/M) = 10.44), the half-light ra-
dius shrinks by 15% as a result of disc-fading.
In the top right-hand panel of Figure 6, we show the
average sizes of the starting and faded galaxies within the
GCLASS mass completeness limits, as well as the average
sizes of the star-forming and PSB galaxies in GCLASS. For
GCLASS, these averages are calculated by taking all the
star-forming and PSB galaxies within the star-forming and
6 This is calculated in exactly the same way as the z ∼ 1.1 mass–
size relation for disc-dominated star-forming galaxies in the field
(Section 6.1.2 and the solid grey line in Figure 6), except all star-
forming field galaxies at z ∼ 1.1 are used.
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Figure 6. Disc-fading toy model. Main panel: median size measurements for 8 stellar mass bins of the disc (small blue circles) and bulge
(large red circles) input Se´rsic models that were created to follow the z ∼ 1.1 disc-dominated star-forming field mass–size relation and
the z ∼ 1 quiescent field mass–size relation, respectively. For reference, we show the z ∼ 1.1 star-forming field mass–size relation as the
dashed black line. The z ∼ 1 field mass–size relations are the solid black lines (the same solid black lines as in Figures 3 and 4). Bulges
are five times fainter than the discs at fixed stellar mass (see text for reasoning). The starting galaxy is composed of the disc+bulge
input models, median size measurements of which in seven stellar mass bins are shown as open green squares. Corresponding median size
measurements of the disc-faded galaxies are shown as filled green squares. Since M∗,bulge = M∗,disc , the stellar masses of the starting
and disc-faded galaxies are 2M∗,bulge (or 2M∗,disc). The disc is faded by a factor of 2 (see text for reasoning). The region in which size
measurements fall below the resolution limit of the GCLASS F140W images is shaded in grey. Top and bottom right panels: average
half-light radius and Se´rsic index values for the starting and disc-faded galaxy models along with the values for the GCLASS star-forming
and PSB cluster galaxies within mass completeness limits (see text for more details). Error bars on GCLASS measurements are standard
errors in the mean. Error bars on the model results are standard deviations from monte carlo sampling (see text for details).
quiescent mass completeness limits, and then calculating the
mean size. The starting galaxy models have exactly the same
stellar masses as the GCLASS star-forming cluster galaxies
beyond the star-forming mass completeness limit. The disc-
faded models have exactly the same stellar masses as the
PSBs beyond the quiescent mass completeness limit. The
errors on the model means are standard deviations in the
mean size measurements from monte carlo sampling. We run
the disc-fading model 10 times for model galaxies. Each time,
we add a 10% random uncertainty to the size, drawn from a
normal distribution. We then calculate the mean size in each
run and the standard deviation in the mean sizes calculated
from the 10 runs are the error bars shown. For GCLASS
measurements, the errors are standard errors in the mean.
It is clear from the top right-hand panel of Figure 6
that disc-fading does lead to a drop in the average size of
a galaxy, which in this case, is a larger drop in average size
than observed between the average sizes of the star-forming
and PSB galaxies in GCLASS.
6.1.4 The average Se´rsic index of faded discs
In the bottom right-hand panel of Figure 6, we compare the
average Se´rsic indices of our starting and disc-faded galaxies
in the toy model to the average Se´rsic indices of the GCLASS
star-forming cluster members and PSBs. For GCLASS, these
averages are calculated by taking all the star-forming and
PSB galaxies within the star-forming and quiescent mass
completeness limits, and then calculating the mean Se´rsic
index. For the starting galaxy models, the mean Se´rsic in-
dices are for model galaxies that have exactly the same stel-
lar masses as the star-forming cluster galaxies in GCLASS
beyond the star-forming mass completeness limit. For the
disc-faded model galaxies, the mean Se´rsic indices are for
model galaxies that have exactly the same stellar masses as
the PSBs beyond the quiescent mass completeness limit. The
errors are calculated from the same monte carlo sampling
described in Section 6.1.3. For GCLASS measurements, the
errors are standard errors in the mean.
It is expected that in the event of disc-fading, the bulge
will become more prominent. This is also reflected in Ta-
ble 1, where the bulge contributes to the total brightness
of the galaxy by a larger amount in the disc-faded case.
Since bulge-dominated galaxies have on average higher Se´r-
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sic indices than disc-dominated galaxies, it is not surprising
that we see a rise in the average Se´rsic index as a result
of disc-fading in the toy model. However, the most strik-
ing aspect of these results is that the difference between the
average Se´rsic index of the faded disc galaxies and the start-
ing galaxies is very small compared to the difference seen in
the observations. The large difference in the average Se´rsic
index of the PSBs relative to the star-forming galaxies in
GCLASS suggests that disc fading alone is not responsible
for the structural properties of the PSBs. Another process is
required that is capable of enhancing the brightness of the
bulge.
6.2 Disc-fading toy model (outside-in fading of a
disc-only model)
6.2.1 Properties of the starting and faded galaxies
In Section 6.1, we presented a disc-fading model whereby
the galaxy was modelled as having a bulge and disc compo-
nent. The disc was uniformly faded such that the resulting
disc plus bulge model resembled the stellar populations of
the GCLASS PSBs. While this uniform fading of the disc
did make galaxies smaller overall, the magnitude of this size
reduction did not lead to galaxies that resembled the struc-
tural properties of the PSBs.
Observations of ram-pressure stripping at low red-
shift have shown that environmental quenching happens in
an “outside-in” fashion (e.g. Koopmann & Kenney 2004;
Abramson et al. 2011). Star formation in environmentally-
quenched galaxies is truncated from the outside-in, such that
over time, it is confined further and further towards the cen-
tre of the galaxy. This leads to truncated Hα discs in clus-
ter galaxies. Recently, more detailed observations of ram-
pressure stripping have led to the quantification of quench-
ing timescales and ages as a function of galactocentric radius
(Fritz et al. 2014; Bellhouse et al. 2017; Gullieuszik et al.
2017; Jaffe´ et al. 2018; Vulcani et al. 2018; Fossati et al.
2018; Cramer et al. 2019). Since the outskirts of the disc is
quenched first, there is a gradient in the stellar populations
of a galaxy undergoing ram-pressure stripping, such that
the outskirts hold older stellar populations than the central
region. Therefore, the uniform fading of the disc in the disc-
fading model presented in Section 6.1 does not capture how
disc-fading as a result of ram-pressure stripping operates.
To improve our model of disc-fading such that it is
representative of how ram-pressure stripping operates, we
present an alternative disc-fading model in this Section,
where the disc is faded differentially, such that the outskirts
are faded more than the central regions. As was the case
in the previous model, the amount of fading is constrained
by the D(4000) measurements of the star-forming and PSB
galaxies in GCLASS.
For this disc-fading model, we do not model the galaxy
with bulge and disc components. We model the starting
galaxies with a single disc component, since a typical star-
forming galaxy is disc-dominated (see Figure 4 for exam-
ple). The brightness of the starting galaxy models is dic-
tated by the stellar populations of a typical disc-dominated
(n 6 1) star-forming cluster galaxy in GCLASS. At fixed
stellar mass, the average disc-dominated star-forming clus-
ter galaxy in GCLASS has D(4000) = 1.2. After disc-fading,
our galaxy models must have a brightness similar to that
of the average PSB in GCLASS. The average PSB has
D(4000) = 1.4. As was done in the previous disc-fading
model, we refer to our stellar populations models to find
out the difference in brightness of a stellar population with
D(4000) = 1.2 and D(4000) = 1.4 at fixed stellar mass in
the F140W filter. As a reminder, we do this by determin-
ing the F140W stellar mass-to-light ratios as they would
be observed at z ∼ 1 for a set of stellar population models
with solar metallicity using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
libraries (see Figure A1 in Appendix A). A Chabrier (2003)
initial mass function is used. We then see how these mass-
to-light ratios vary with D(4000), which is a good indicator
for age (see Section 2.3).
6.2.2 Outside-in fading
The difference in brightness between a stellar population
with D(4000) = 1.2 and D(4000) = 1.4 tells us the ap-
proximate difference in brightness between a typical disc-
dominated star-forming galaxy and PSB in GCLASS. In
our outside-in fading model, this difference in brightness will
correspond to how much the central regions of our starting
galaxy models will be faded by. It is particularly important
that the central regions of the faded galaxies reflect the stel-
lar populations of a typical PSB. This is because the spectra
from which the PSB properties are measured depend mostly
upon light from this region of the galaxy. The central re-
gions of a galaxy are the brightest, and therefore contribute
most to the measured spectrum. A stellar population of so-
lar metallicity with D(4000) = 1.4 (typical PSB) is a factor
1.5 fainter than a stellar population of solar metallicity with
D(4000) = 1.2 (typical disc-dominated star-forming cluster
galaxy). Therefore, the central regions of the starting galaxy
models will be faded by a factor of 1.5.
For a guide on the required levels of fading for the out-
skirts of the galaxy models, we use the results presented in
Fossati et al. (2018) for NGC 4330. NGC 4330 is a galaxy in
the Virgo cluster that is undergoing ram-pressure stripping.
Using multiwavelength imaging, Fossati et al. (2018) were
able to confirm “outside-in” quenching as well as quantify
quenching times as a function of galactocentric radius for
this galaxy. They find that “outside-in” quenching started
at approximately 10 kpc from the centre of the galaxy, 625
Myr ago. We therefore find out the D(4000) of a stellar pop-
ulation that is 625 Myr older than the stellar populations of
the average PSB. We find this value to be D(4000) = 1.55.
Next, we check what the difference in brightness is between
this stellar population and that of a typical disc-dominated
star-forming cluster galaxy (D(4000) = 1.2). We find that a
stellar population of solar metallicity with D(4000) = 1.55
is a factor of 2 fainter than a stellar population of solar
metallicity with D(4000) = 1.2. Therefore, the outskirts of
the starting galaxy models will be faded by a factor of 2 in
our outside-in disc-fading toy model.
6.2.3 Se´rsic profiles of the model galaxies
Starting galaxies are modelled as single component Se´rsic
profiles using GALFIT, with structural parameters fixed to
those values stated in Table 2. The F140W magnitude for
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Table 2. Summary of parameters for model galaxies in the outside-in disc-fading toy model. n is Se´rsic index, b/a is axis ratio and P.A.
is position angle. Dashes correspond to parameters that were not fixed to a single value, and left free in the GALFIT fitting process.
Galaxy D(4000) Magnitude n b/a P.A.
(degrees counter-clockwise)
Starting 1.2 22.00 1 0.62 90
Faded 1.4 - - - -
Starting galaxy
PSB after
outside-in
fading
GCLASS PSBs
(similar Log
(Mass / M¯))
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.1
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 3.39
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.1
Magnitude= 22.56
Reff/kpc= 2.64
n= 1.47
b/a = 0.55
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.19
Magnitude= 21.96
Reff/kpc= 1.15
n= 2.17
b/a= 0.30
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.6
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 3.97
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.6
Magnitude= 22.55
Reff/kpc= 3.27
n= 1.4
b/a = 0.56
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.52
Magnitude= 21.35
Reff/kpc= 2.53
n= 2.87
b/a= 0.71
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.0
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 4.49
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.0
Magnitude= 22.55
Reff/kpc= 3.85
n= 1.35
b/a = 0.57
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.01
Magnitude= 20.36
Reff/kpc= 5.56
n= 2.96
b/a= 0.77
Figure 7. Examples of models created with GALFIT for the outside-in disc-fading toy model. Model galaxies for three stellar masses
(Log(M∗/M) = 10.1, 10.6 and 11.0) are shown (first and second column). The starting galaxy models follow the z ∼ 1.1 star-forming
mass–size relation in the field. All starting galaxy models have Magnitude= 22.0, Se´rsic index, n = 1.0 and axis ratio, b/a = 0.62. The
starting galaxy model is then faded from the outside-in to replicate the stellar populations of the GCLASS PSBs (see text for details). The
resulting faded galaxy models are shown in the second column. Final column shows PSBs from GCLASS with similar stellar masses to
the galaxy models. Parameters listed in all cutouts show the measured values from GALFIT. For the models, sizes are converted into kpc
assuming the models are at z = 1. The dimensions of all cutouts are the same, as well as the position angle (measured counter-clockwise)
of all models and the PSBs, set to 90 degrees. The colourmap is logarithmic.
the starting galaxy models is set to the average magnitude
of disc-dominated star-forming cluster galaxies in GCLASS.
n = 1 is the typical Se´rsic index of a disc-dominated star-
forming cluster galaxy (e.g. Figure 4) and the axis ratio is
set to the typical axis ratio of a star-forming galaxy at z ∼ 1
(Hill et al. 2019). The PSBs began quenching ∼ 0.4 Gyr ago
(Muzzin et al. 2014) and were therefore star-forming galaxies
∼ 0.4 Gyr ago. ∼ 0.4 Gyr prior to z ∼ 1 corresponds to z ∼ 1.1.
Therefore, the starting galaxy models have sizes as dictated
by the z ∼ 1.1 star-forming field mass–size relation. These
models are then convolved with a PSF from the GCLASS
F140W images. This is to account for the smearing of images
due to the resolution limit of WFC3. This PSF is the same
pre-selected star (see Matharu et al. 2019) from the WFC3
F140W images of the GCLASS clusters used in the disc and
bulge disc-fading toy model. A noise map is not used, since
our models are noiseless (apart from the noise introduced by
convolving with the PSF) and no sky estimation is carried
out since there is no sky background in our models. The
same two-GALFIT-run approach described in Matharu et al.
(2019) is used to determine the sizes and Se´rsic indices of
the starting galaxy models.
We also create starting galaxy models that are not con-
volved with the PSF. These are used to create the faded
galaxy models. The benefit of the unconvolved starting
galaxy models is that their pixel values are symmetric about
the x and y axes running through the central pixel. This al-
lows us to implement an outside-in fading gradient evenly
across the model. As mentioned in Section 6.2.2, we will be
using NGC 4330 as a guide for how outside-in fading op-
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Figure 8. Outside-in disc-fading toy model. Main panel: median size measurements for seven stellar mass bins of the starting (open green
squares) and faded (filled green squares) galaxy models. Starting galaxy models follow the z ∼ 1.1 star-forming field mass–size relation
(see text for reasoning). Starting galaxy models are faded from the outside-in to replicate the stellar populations of the GCLASS PSBs
(see text for details). The region in which size measurements fall below the resolution limit of the GCLASS F140W images is shaded in
grey. Top and bottom right panels: average half-light radius and Se´rsic index values for the starting and faded galaxy models along with
the values for the GCLASS star-forming and PSB cluster galaxies within mass completeness limits (see text for more details). Error bars
on GCLASS measurements are standard errors in the mean. Error bars on the model results are standard deviations from monte carlo
sampling (see text for details).
erates on a galaxy undergoing ram-pressure stripping. This
galaxy has a stellar mass of Log(M∗/M) = 9.8, and the
onset of outside-in quenching begins at ∼ 10 kpc from the
centre of the galaxy. We check what size NGC 4330 has
as dictated by the low-redshift star-forming mass–size rela-
tion7. We find that NGC 4330 would have Re f f = 3.2 kpc in
F140W if it followed the low redshift star-forming mass–size
relation. Comparing this size to the size at which outside-in
quenching begins for this galaxy (10 kpc), we can say that
outside-in quenching begins at ∼ 3Re f f for NGC 4330. We
use this radial boundary as the boundary at which outside-
in fading begins for our model galaxies. Therefore at 3Re f f
from the centre of each unconvolved galaxy model, the pixel
values are divided by 2, and the central pixel of each model
is divided by 1.5 (see Section 6.2.2 for reasoning). For all
pixel values in between, linear interpolation is performed to
find the relevant fading factors. The same interpolation grid
is extended to beyond 3Re f f all the way to the edges of each
model cutout, such that there is no discontinuity in the fad-
7 This relation is calculated in the same way the z ∼ 1 field re-
lations were calculated in Matharu et al. (2019), except we use
all the star-forming galaxies in 3D-HST at 0 < z < 0.5, under
the fitting criteria. There is also only one sample, so the fitting
method is run 1000 times on this sample to capture the range of
possible intercept and gradient values. The average value for the
intercept and gradient are used for the final relation.
ing. These unconvolved faded galaxy models are then con-
volved with the PSF to create the final faded galaxy models.
Again, no noise map is used and no sky background estima-
tion is performed. Examples of galaxy models for three stel-
lar masses within the mass completeness limits of GCLASS
(Section 4) are shown in Figure 7. Alongside the faded galaxy
models, we show select PSBs that have a similar stellar mass
to the faded model galaxies.
6.2.4 The stellar mass–size relation of outside-in faded
galaxies
In the largest panel of Figure 8, we show the resulting me-
dian size measurements for the starting and faded galaxy
models for multiple stellar mass bins within the GCLASS
star-forming mass completeness limit (Log(M∗/M) > 9.60).
We find that there is a fall in the size of a galaxy at fixed
stellar mass due to outside-in fading. Whilst this fall in
size is larger than that seen in the disc and bulge disc-
fading model (20% compared to 15% in the disc and bulge
disc-fading model, measured at the median stellar mass
of the PSBs within the quiescent mass completeness limit
(Log(M∗/M) = 10.44)), it is not enough to explain the stel-
lar mass–size relation of the PSBs.
In the top right-hand panel of Figure 8, we show the av-
erage sizes of starting and faded galaxies which have identi-
cal stellar masses to the GCLASS star-forming cluster galax-
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ies and PSBs beyond the star-forming and quiescent mass
completeness limits, respectively8. We also show the aver-
age sizes of the star-forming and PSB galaxies in GCLASS
within the star-forming and quiescent mass completeness
limits, respectively, for comparison. It is evident that just
as there is a drop in average size between the star-forming
and PSB cluster galaxies, there is also a drop in average size
as a result of outside-in fading in the models. The magni-
tude of this drop is similar to that observed in the disc and
bulge disc-fading model.
6.2.5 The average Se´rsic index of outside-in faded galaxies
In the bottom right-hand panel of Figure 8, we compare
the average Se´rsic indices of the starting and faded galaxy
models9 to the average Se´rsic indices of the GCLASS star-
forming cluster members and the PSBs10.
We can straight away see that outside-in fading has led
to a bulgier morphology on average for the faded galaxy
models. However similar to the bulge + disc-fading model,
the difference in the average Se´rsic index is much smaller
than the difference observed in the observations.
6.3 Disc-fading toy model (bulge and outside-in
faded disc)
In Section 6.2, we presented a more representative model
of disc-fading, based on recent observations of how ram-
pressure stripping operates in low redshift cluster galax-
ies. However, we did not model our galaxies with a bulge
and disc component, as was done in the uniform disc-fading
model presented in Section 6.1. The natural question there-
fore arises, whether modelling a galaxy with a bulge and disc
component, and fading the disc with the more representa-
tive outside-in fading, can produce galaxies with structural
and stellar population properties similar to the PSBs.
In this Section, we therefore present a disc-fading model
that attempts to combine representative modelling of a
galaxy’s structure and the fading process. The bulge and
disc models are constructed in exactly the same way as those
in the bulge and disc disc-fading model (Section 6.1). The
difference between the model presented in this Section and
the previous two models is how the fading is implemented.
The allowed amount of fading in this model remains con-
strained by the D(4000) measurements of the star-forming,
PSB and quiescent cluster galaxies in GCLASS.
8 The errors on these measurements come from monte carlo sam-
pling, which is described in Section 6.1.3.
9 For the starting galaxy models, these are calculated from model
galaxies that have exactly the same stellar masses as the star-
forming cluster galaxies in GCLASS beyond the star-forming
mass completeness limit. For faded galaxy models, these are cal-
culated from model galaxies that have exactly the same stellar
masses as the PSBs beyond the quiescent mass completeness
limit.
10 within the star-forming and quiescent mass completeness lim-
its, respectively.
6.3.1 Outside-in disc fading in the bulge+disc case
As was highlighted in Section 6.1.1, there are strict bound-
aries set on how much the disc can be faded in a bulge+disc
model. These boundaries are dictated by the spectroscopic
properties of the cluster galaxies. In the case of uniform
disc-fading, the disc was faded by a factor of 2 such that
the resulting composite bulge+disc model would represent
a galaxy that had similar stellar populations to the PSBs.
In the model presented in this Section, we want to fade the
disc “outside-in”, yet still produce a galaxy with similar stel-
lar populations to the PSBs. To do this, we need to ensure
that the outside-in fading we implement on the disc compo-
nents results in the same total brightness as when we fade
the same discs uniformly by a factor of 2.
The outside-in fading is implemented using the same
method described in Section 6.2.3 with a few modifications.
For each model disc, we first check what the total brightness
of the disc is when it is uniformly faded by a factor of 2. We
do not fade the central pixel of the disc model. We check
how much the disc model needs to be faded at ∼ 3Re f f (see
Section 6.2.2 for reasoning) from the centre, such that the
entire model has the same brightness as when it is uniformly
faded by a factor of 2. We then adjust the slope of our lin-
early interpolated fading accordingly. Examples of galaxy
models for three stellar masses within the mass complete-
ness limits of GCLASS are shown in Figure 9. Alongside the
faded galaxy models, we show select PSBs that have similar
stellar masses to the model galaxies.
6.3.2 The stellar mass–size relation of bulges + outside-in
faded discs
In the largest panel of Figure 10, we show the median size
measurements for the starting (open green squares) and
faded (filled green squares) galaxy models for multiple stellar
mass bins, as well as the disc (small blue circles) and bulge
(large red circles) components. The lines are the same as in
Figure 6. The most striking aspect of these measurements
is that this model of disc-fading leads to a dramatic drop in
the size of galaxies. So much so, that the half-light radii are
smaller than those of the bulge models. At the median stel-
lar mass of the PSBs within the quiescent mass completeness
limit (Log(M∗/M) = 10.44), the half-light radius shrinks by
85%. This large size reduction is likely due to the fact that
the central pixels of the disc models have not been faded.
As a result, the outside-in fading implemented has a partic-
ularly steep gradient. Consequently, there is far more light
in the central regions of the faded galaxies compared to the
corresponding bulge model. This is also evident in the first
row of Figure 9. This leads to a galaxy with a particularly
steep light profile, and therefore a smaller half-light radius.
In the top right-hand panel of Figure 10, we show the av-
erage sizes of the starting and faded galaxy models for mod-
els that have stellar masses identical to the GCLASS star-
forming cluster galaxies and PSBs beyond the star-forming
and quiescent mass completeness limits, respectively. We
also show the average sizes of the star-forming and PSB
cluster galaxies in GCLASS within the star-forming and qui-
escent mass completeness limits, respectively. Errors are cal-
culated in the same way as for the previous disc-fading mod-
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Input disc Input bulge
GCLASS PSBs
(similar Log
(Mass / M¯))
Starting galaxy
(disc+bulge)
PSB after
outside-in disc-fading
(faded disc+bulge)
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.1
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 4.01
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.1
Magnitude= 23.75
Reff/kpc= 0.55
n= 4.0
b/a = 0.76
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.4
Magnitude= 21.8
Reff/kpc= 3.27
n= 1.37
b/a = 0.63
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.4
Magnitude= 23.18
Reff/kpc= 0.37
n= 2.82
b/a = 0.65
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.42
Magnitude= 22.51
Reff/kpc= 2.28
n= 1.19
b/a= 0.53
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.4
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 4.62
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.4
Magnitude= 23.75
Reff/kpc= 1.11
n= 4.0
b/a = 0.76
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.7
Magnitude= 21.8
Reff/kpc= 3.94
n= 1.31
b/a = 0.63
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.7
Magnitude= 22.63
Reff/kpc= 1.08
n= 2.97
b/a = 0.35
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.64
Magnitude= 21.53
Reff/kpc= 3.48
n= 1.45
b/a= 0.54
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.7
Magnitude= 22.0
Reff/kpc= 5.32
n= 1.0
b/a = 0.62
Log (M∗/M¯)= 10.7
Magnitude= 23.75
Reff/kpc= 2.22
n= 4.0
b/a = 0.76
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.0
Magnitude= 21.81
Reff/kpc= 4.75
n= 1.27
b/a = 0.64
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.0
Magnitude= 22.47
Reff/kpc= 2.39
n= 1.88
b/a = 0.53
Log (M∗/M¯)= 11.01
Magnitude= 20.36
Reff/kpc= 5.56
n= 2.96
b/a= 0.77
Figure 9. Examples of models created with GALFIT for the bulge + outside-in disc-fading toy model. Model galaxies for three stellar
masses (Log(M∗/M) = 10.4, 10.7 and 11.0) are shown (third and fourth column). First and second columns show the disc and bulge
models, respectively. The discs follow the z ∼ 1.1 star-forming disc mass–size relation in the field. The bulges follow the z ∼ 1 quiescent
field mass–size relation (see Section 6.1.2). All disc models have Magnitude= 22.0, Se´rsic index, n = 1.0 and axis ratio, b/a = 0.62. All
bulge models have a magnitude that is 5 times fainter than the disc models (see Section 6.1.1). All bulge models are set to have n = 4.0
and b/a = 0.76. Bulge and disc models have the same stellar masses. The disc and bulge models are then combined to create starting
galaxies shown in the third column. The disc model is then faded from the outside-in, as per the details discussed in Section 6.3.1, and
combined with the original bulge models. The resulting faded galaxies are shown in the penultimate column. Final column shows PSBs
from GCLASS with similar stellar masses to the galaxy models. Parameters listed in all cutouts show the measured values from GALFIT.
For the models, sizes are converted into kpc assuming the models are at z = 1. The dimensions of all cutouts are the same, as well as the
position angle (measured counter-clockwise) of all models and the PSBs, set to 90 degrees. The colourmap is logarithmic.
els11. The dramatic reduction in the average size of a galaxy
is evident in this model, with the faded models reaching an
average size that is almost half that of the average PSB.
6.3.3 The average Se´rsic index of bulges + outside-in
faded discs
In the bottom right-hand panel of Figure 10, we compare
the average Se´rsic indices of the starting and faded galaxy
models to the average Se´rsic indices of the star-forming and
PSB cluster galaxies12. It is immediately noticeable that this
disc-fading model – unlike the previous two models – can
reproduce the dramatic rise in Se´rsic index that is seen in
the observations.
11 If error bars are not visible, it is because the error bar is smaller
than the size of the marker.
12 These, as well as their errors are calculated in the same way
as in the first two disc-fading toy models.
6.4 Caveats
It should be emphasised that while considerable effort has
been made to model disc-fading realistically, the three toy
models presented in Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 are still very
simplistic. For the models that consider bulge and disc com-
ponents, only the case where the two components have the
same stellar mass has been considered. In all three of the
models presented, we only consider models with specific Se´r-
sic indices, axis ratios, F140W magnitudes and position an-
gles. Realistically, galaxies will have a range of disc-to-bulge
stellar mass ratios, Se´rsic indices, axis ratios, F140W magni-
tudes and position angles. The fading of galactic discs would
also occur in varying amounts and the stellar populations
would vary. These variances would cause a scattering in the
positions of the starting and faded galaxies on the mass–size
plane.
Furthermore, our understanding of outside-in fading,
and its implementation in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, is based on
a single – albeit well-studied – example of a cluster galaxy
undergoing ram-pressure stripping at low redshift (see Sec-
tion 6.2.2). Ram-pressure stripping may operate very differ-
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Figure 10. Bulge + outside-in disc-fading toy model. Main panel: median size measurements for 8 stellar mass bins of the disc (small
blue circles) and bulge (large red circles) input Se´rsic models that were created to follow the z ∼ 1.1 disc-dominated star-forming field
mass–size relation and the z ∼ 1 quiescent field mass–size relation, respectively. For reference, we show the z ∼ 1.1 and z ∼ 1 star-forming
field mass–size relations as dashed and solid black lines respectively. Bulges are five times fainter than the discs at fixed stellar mass (see
text for reasoning). The starting galaxy is composed of the disc+bulge input models, median size measurements of which in eleven stellar
mass bins are shown as open green squares. Corresponding median size measurements of the disc-faded galaxies are shown as filled green
squares. Since M∗,bulge = M∗,disc , the stellar masses of the starting and disc-faded galaxies are 2M∗,bulge (or 2M∗,disc). The disc is
faded outside-in such that the stellar populations of the faded galaxy match the stellar populations of the PSBs (see Section 6.3.1). The
region in which size measurements fall below the resolution limit of the GCLASS F140W images is shaded in grey. Top and bottom
right panels: average half-light radius and Se´rsic index values for the starting and disc-faded galaxy models along with the values for
the GCLASS star-forming and PSB cluster galaxies within mass completeness limits (see text for more details). Error bars on GCLASS
measurements are standard errors in the mean. Error bars on the model results are standard deviations from monte carlo sampling (see
text for details).
ently at high redshift, where gas fractions are higher than at
low redshift. There may also be a stellar mass dependency on
how ram-pressure stripping operates, which we will discuss
in more detail in Section 7.
Particularly in the last disc-fading model (Section 6.3),
the outside-in fading seems to be too aggressive. The way in
which the fading is implemented leads to a large contraction
in the half-light radius of a galaxy. Certainly, if the gradient
of the outside-in fading was shallower, the magnitude of this
contraction could be reduced (as is evident in Figure 8 for
example), and faded galaxies that approximately follow the
PSB mass–size relation could be achieved.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the combination of mod-
elling a galaxy with a bulge and disc component, as well as
implementing outside-in disc-fading (Section 6.3) can lead to
the required contraction in size and the required increase in
bulge-dominance that is observed between the star-forming
and PSB cluster galaxies.
7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Evidence for the PSBs being transition
galaxies
The PSBs are cluster galaxies that were selected as be-
ing recently quenched – and therefore intermediary to star-
forming and quiescent galaxies – based solely on their spec-
troscopic properties in the optical (Section 2.3). In Sec-
tions 4 and 5, we presented two pieces of evidence that
suggest the PSBs also have structural properties interme-
diary to those exhibited by typical star-forming and quies-
cent cluster galaxies: 1) The PSBs lie on a distinct stellar
mass–size relation that almost perfectly bisects the region
between the star-forming and quiescent mass–size relations,
and 2) Morphologically, out of the three populations (Star-
forming, PSB and Quiescent), the PSB population contains
the largest fraction of intermediate-type galaxies. The frac-
tion of bulge-like galaxies in the PSB population is also inter-
mediary to the fraction of bulge-like galaxies found in the
star-forming and quiescent populations. The fact that the
PSBs all lie on the same mass–size relation suggests that
most, if not all of them formed via the same physical pro-
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cess. After inspecting the HST WFC3 F140W imaging of the
PSBs (Section 3), we find most (20 out of 23) of them have
symmetrical, undisturbed morphologies in the stellar contin-
uum. This observation rules out physical quenching mecha-
nisms such as mergers, harassment (Moore et al. 1996, 1998)
or tidal stripping which lead to the redistribution of stars.
Instead, it supports a scenario where the PSBs are formed
via a quenching process that only effects the gas reservoir of
the galaxy.
Quenching mechanisms prevalent in the cluster environ-
ment which solely affect the gas content of a galaxy include
ram-pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972) and strangula-
tion (Larson et al. 1980). Spectacular examples of on-going
ram-pressure stripping quenching galaxies rapidly have been
observed in low redshift clusters (e.g. Abramson et al. 2011;
Ebeling et al. 2014; Bellhouse et al. 2017; Gullieuszik et al.
2017; Sheen et al. 2017; Fossati et al. 2018; Cramer et al.
2019). Both the rapidity of this process and its potential to
indirectly reduce the half-light radius of a galaxy support
the short quenching timescales found for the PSBs from our
previous work (Muzzin et al. 2014) and the location of the
PSB mass–size relation relative to the star-forming one in
this study.
It must be noted that there is no definitive way to
identify galaxies that are transitioning from star-forming
to quiescent. Therefore, results on galaxies that are sim-
ilarly selected to the GCLASS PSBs tend to vary, making
comparison with the literature challenging. In general, PSBs
have strong Balmer absorption and no emission lines which
are induced by star formation. However, by altering the ex-
act spectroscopic selection criteria, very different samples
of transition galaxies can be selected which exhibit a range
of physical properties (e.g. Lemaux et al. 2017; Wilkinson
et al. 2017). Some of these selection criteria can lead to sig-
nificant contamination by dusty star-forming galaxies (Wu
et al. 2014). Particularly strong Balmer absorption can be
indicative of a starburst occurring in the galaxy prior to
quenching (Section 2.3). Such starbursts are likely to be the
result of violent interactions such as galaxy-galaxy merg-
ers or harassment, not gas-related processes such as ram-
pressure stripping or starvation (e.g. Wild et al. 2009).
Nevertheless, many other similar works to ours have
also concluded that PSB galaxies in clusters are most likely
the product of ram-pressure stripping (Poggianti et al. 2009;
Rodr´ıguez Del Pino et al. 2013; Fritz et al. 2014; Paccagnella
et al. 2019). In most cases, this is usually associated with the
higher occurence of PSBs in clusters compared to other envi-
ronments such as the field and groups (Ma et al. 2008; Pog-
gianti et al. 2009; Vergani et al. 2010; Muzzin et al. 2012; Wu
et al. 2014; Galametz et al. 2018; Paccagnella et al. 2019),
suggesting cluster-specific quenching mechanisms are more
efficient in transforming star-forming galaxies into PSBs.
More detailed studies of the spatial distribution of PSBs in
clusters have uncovered more convincing evidence for ram-
pressure stripping being responsible for their emergence. Ma
et al. (2008) found that their E+A cluster galaxies were
evenly distributed within the projected ram-pressure strip-
ping radius of the cluster MACS J0717.5+3745. Going a step
further, Fritz et al. (2014) found that their PSBs were ra-
dially distributed in a shell-like structure, congregating in
between where most of the star-forming and quiescent clus-
ter galaxies were found. This seemed to suggest a transi-
tion region in clusters, where there is a change in the phys-
ical properties, perhaps in the density of the intracluster
medium, triggering efficient ram-pressure stripping. Simi-
larly, Muzzin et al. (2014) found that most of the GCLASS
PSBs with spectroscopic redshifts from GMOS followed a co-
herent “ring” in clustercentric velocity versus position phase
space. Most of the GCLASS PSBs are situated at small
clustercentric radii (< 0.5R200) with high clustercentric ve-
locities. Such conditions were found to be consistent with
the radii at which ram-pressure stripping and starvation are
most effective in clusters (Treu et al. 2003; Moran et al. 2007;
Bahe´ et al. 2013).
Since ram-pressure stripping is capable of removing the
cold gas reservoir of a galaxy, it can remove the fuel for star
formation. With no younger stars actively forming, the av-
erage age of the stellar populations in the galaxy increases,
eventually leading to a fall in the brightness of the galaxy.
Ram-pressure stripping is more effective at removing gas
from galactic discs (Abadi et al. 1999). With a strong body
of evidence suggesting the GCLASS PSBs are a product of
ram-pressure stripping, we decided to test whether the fad-
ing of a star-forming galaxy’s disc could lead to a population
of galaxies that would lie along the PSB mass–size relation.
7.2 Outside-in disc-fading qualitatively explains
the structural properties of the PSBs
Initially, we modelled star-forming galaxies as having both
a disc and bulge component of equal stellar mass. The disc
would then uniformly fade such that the galaxy’s stellar pop-
ulations matched those of the PSBs (Section 6.1). In this
scenario, we found that the fading did not produce model
galaxies with similar sizes and Se´rsic indices to the average
PSB (Figure 6). Far more fading was required to explain
the small sizes and high Se´rsic indices of most of the PSBs.
This is perhaps unsurprising, since observational evidence
suggests quenching in clusters does not operate in this way.
Given that numerous previous results suggest that
outside-in quenching occurs in low redshift clusters, we
therefore proceeded to model outside-in fading on the mass–
size plane (Section 6.2), finding that it also fails to pro-
duce model galaxies with similar structural properties to
the PSBs. Furthermore, this model fails to reproduce the
steep slope of the PSB stellar mass–size relation. A possible
reason for this could be due to a difference in the fading rate
for low- and high-mass galaxies. Outside-in fading may op-
erate at a faster rate for low-mass galaxies, but much slower
for high-mass galaxies. This may also allow for the average
Se´rsic index to rise, since at fixed stellar mass, all the galax-
ies with Log(M∗/M) . 10.9 –which are in the majority –
will have smaller sizes at fixed stellar mass, more similar to
quiescent galaxies.
Nevertheless, we decided to combine our first and sec-
ond attempts at modelling disc-fading into a third model
(Section 6.3). From the first model (Section 6.1), we took the
more realistic modelling of galactic structure, modelling our
galaxies with a disc and bulge component. From the second
model (Section 6.2), we took the more realistic modelling
of “outside-in” fading. The result is a model that can ex-
plain the high Se´rsic indices of the PSBs and has the poten-
tial to produce disc-faded galaxies that approximately follow
the PSB mass–size relation. The results of these three disc-
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fading toy models have shown that the PSBs are plausibly
the product of star-forming galaxies which have experienced
disc-fading. This disc-fading is likely to have been brought on
by quenching processes such as ram-pressure stripping. To
better reproduce the structural properties of the PSBs with
disc-fading, various fading gradients with more sophisticated
modelling need to be explored. The gradient of outside-in
fading could very much rely upon the stellar mass of the
galaxy, which in turn dictates the slope of the relation the
faded galaxies lie on.
Many recent works have found that disc fading could ex-
plain the formation of transition galaxies in clusters. Using
a bulge and disc decomposition of quiescent galaxies in the
Coma cluster, Head et al. (2014) find that S0 (intermediate-
type) galaxies have systematically bluer bulges and discs fur-
ther away from the cluster centre. This observation favoured
environmentally-induced disc fading as the dominant route
for S0 formation. Going further, Bedregal et al. (2011) were
able to show that most S0 galaxies in the Fornax cluster
have quenched “outside-in”, with the latest star formation
in the central regions being capable of enhancing the bright-
ness of the bulge. Similarly, Jaffe´ et al. (2011) find that
kinematically-disturbed emission-line cluster galaxies out to
z ∼ 1 have truncated gas discs and that their star forma-
tion is more centrally concentrated than analogous galaxies
in low density environments. They suggest that gas is ei-
ther more efficiently removed from the outskirts of galaxies
and/or is driven towards the centre. Driving gas towards
the centre of the galaxy would further fuel the centrally-
concentrated star formation and contribute to the build-up
of a significant bulge. Perhaps this may be an attribute of
gas-stripping processes which was not considered in our toy
models. If ram-pressure stripping could also contribute to
enhancing the stellar mass build-up of the bulge, a scenario
could emerge where there is bulge brightening as well as disc
fading. This could most certainly explain the more bulgier
morphologies of the PSBs compared to the faded galax-
ies in our fading models. Enhanced star formation in the
core of a ram-pressure stripped galaxy in the Coma clus-
ter was seen in Cramer et al. (2019) for example. Further-
more, Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2018) found that the bulges of
low mass (M∗ < 1010M) S0 galaxies in the MaNGA survey
hosted younger stellar populations than their discs, support-
ing an outside-in fading scenario where the bulge may end
up brighter than the disc.
Nonetheless, other works have stated that outside-in
quenching may not be the only explanation for how cluster
galaxies quench. Using a bulge-disc decomposition of late-
and early-type galaxies in six low redshift clusters, Christlein
& Zabludoff (2004) found that the bright end of the disc lu-
minosity function does not vary much with bulge fraction,
but the bright end of the bulge luminosity function increases
with bulge fraction. Quenching in clusters seems to favour
the bulge becoming brighter rather than the disc fading as
a galaxy moves from spiral to elliptical morphology. This
seems to suggest that environmental quenching processes are
not enough to explain the structural properties of recently
quenched cluster galaxies. For example, to explain how low
mass (Log(M∗/M) < 10.5) PSBs evolved from compact star-
forming galaxies in z < 1 clusters, Socolovsky et al. (2019)
found that a combination of gas stripping and strong out-
flows from stellar or AGN feedback were needed to explain
their structural properties.
7.3 Recently quenched galaxies & evolution in the
quiescent mass–size relation with redshift
The distinct location of the PSBs on the mass–size plane
has important implications for the growth in the average
size of quiescent cluster galaxies with decreasing redshift.
The majority of the PSBs lie on the large size end of the
quiescent distribution at fixed stellar mass (see Figure 3).
Their location in Figure 3 provides direct evidence showing
that galaxies which quench later are on average larger in
size than galaxies that quenched earlier. Therefore, the ad-
dition of recently quenched galaxies to the quiescent popu-
lation can induce an increase in the average size of quiescent
galaxies with decreasing redshift.
In Matharu et al. (2019), we found that minor merg-
ers could explain the size growth observed in quiescent field
galaxies with decreasing redshift at fixed stellar mass. Now,
with the study presented in this paper, we confirm that the
addition of recently quenched galaxies to the quiescent popu-
lation will also induce a rise in the average size of quiescent
galaxies with decreasing redshift. The relative importance
of these two size growth mechanisms however still needs to
be determined. For example, a higher occurence of PSBs in
clusters have been found by a number of other studies (Pog-
gianti et al. 2009; Vergani et al. 2010; Muzzin et al. 2012;
Wu et al. 2014; Paccagnella et al. 2019). Since minor merg-
ers are rare between satellite cluster galaxies, these findings
may suggest that the addition of recently quenched galaxies
to the quiescent population is more important for the size
growth observed in the quiescent cluster population than for
the size growth observed in the quiescent field population
with decreasing redshift.
On the other hand, Carollo et al. (2013) claim that
the addition of recently quenched galaxies to the quiescent
population can explain the majority of the size growth ob-
served in the median size of quiescent field galaxies between
0.2 < z < 1. This conclusion was motivated by the fact
that these authors do not observe a decrease in the num-
ber density of compact quiescent galaxies in this redshift
range (which, if observed, would have suggested they have
grown physically in size). Since this result, many other stud-
ies have also found that progenitor bias plays an important
role in the size growth of quiescent galaxies at fixed stellar
mass (Cassata et al. 2013; Krogager et al. 2014; Damjanov
et al. 2015; Zahid et al. 2016; Charbonnier et al. 2017; Tac-
chella et al. 2017; Abramson & Morishita 2018; Damjanov
et al. 2018). In further support of this conclusion, Fagioli
et al. (2016) found that large quiescent field galaxies with
10.5 < Log(M∗/M) < 11 at 0.2 < z < 0.8 were composed
of younger stellar populations than smaller quiescent field
galaxies within the same stellar mass range. Similar results
to this one have also been found by Delaye et al. (2014),
Gargiulo et al. (2017), Scott et al. (2017), Williams et al.
(2017), Zahid & Geller (2017) and Wu et al. (2018). van der
Wel et al. (2014) however did observe a decrease in the num-
ber density of compact quiescent galaxies with a much larger
sample of field galaxies between 0 < z < 2, concluding that
minor mergers drive the observed growth in the average size
of quiescent galaxies with decreasing redshift. Many other
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works have also concluded that minor mergers are the main
drivers of size growth at fixed stellar mass for the quiescent
population (Morishita et al. 2014; Damjanov et al. 2014; van
Dokkum et al. 2015; Chan et al. 2016; Zanella et al. 2016;
Oldham et al. 2017; Kubo et al. 2018). Regardless, there re-
mains disagreement in which of the two processes dominates
the observed size growth (Belli et al. 2014; Rutkowski et al.
2014; Keating et al. 2014; Belli et al. 2015).
Using the results in Matharu et al. (2019) and this work,
we confirm that both minor mergers and recently quenched
galaxies are responsible for the observed growth in the aver-
age size of quiescent galaxies at fixed stellar mass with de-
creasing redshift. However, better sample statistics spread
over a large range in redshift and environments will be re-
quired to quantify which of the two processes dominates.
8 SUMMARY
In this paper, we have studied the structural properties of
23 spectroscopically identified recently quenched (or “post-
starburst”(PSB)) cluster galaxies residing in nine clusters at
z ∼ 1, to better understand the physical process responsible
for their quenching. Our main conclusions are as follows:
(i) In most cases, the F140W direct images of the recently
quenched galaxies show no disturbances to their stellar light
profiles that could be the result of violent interactions such
as mergers, harassment or tidal stripping. This suggests the
quenching mechanism responsible effects solely the gas con-
tent of these galaxies.
(ii) By fitting the F140W direct images of the recently
quenched galaxies with single component Se´rsic profiles,
we find that most of the recently quenched galaxies lie on
a distinct mass–size relation that almost perfectly bisects
the region lying in between the star-forming and quiescent
field stellar mass–size relations. This suggests the quenching
mechanism responsible is capable of altering the light profile
of these galaxies in a very specific way, with the likelihood
that most of the recently quenched galaxies underwent the
same quenching process.
(iii) Using Se´rsic index as a proxy for morphology, we
compare the Se´rsic profiles of the recently quenched, star-
forming and quiescent cluster galaxies. The highest frac-
tion of intermediate-type galaxies is found in the recently
quenched population. Recently quenched galaxies also ex-
hibit a higher fraction of bulge-dominated galaxies than
the star-forming population, but a lower fraction compared
to the quiescent population. Therefore, recently quenched
galaxies have morphologies that are intermediary to those
of the star-forming and quiescent populations. However, on
average, their morphologies are more similar to those exhib-
ited by the quiescent population.
(iv) By modelling a star-forming cluster galaxy with a
bulge and disc component of equal stellar mass, we explored
how star-forming galaxies move across the mass–size plane
as their discs fade uniformly, resulting in galaxies with sim-
ilar stellar populations to the recently quenched galaxies.
Although a reduction in half-light radius and a rise in Se´rsic
index is found, the magnitude of these changes in physical
properties are too small to explain the structural properties
of the PSBs.
(v) We then used a more realistic model of outside-in fad-
ing based on recent observations of quenching in clusters. We
found that this model still failed to produce galaxies with
similar structural properties to the PSBs. A significant drop
in average size is achieved, but the high Se´rsic indices of the
PSBs and the steep slope of the PSB mass–size relation was
not achieved. This suggests longer fading timescales with in-
creasing stellar mass are required and/or bulge brightening
also occurs as part of quenching processes like ram-pressure
stripping which could drive gas towards the centre.
(vi) By combining the more realistic modelling of a galaxy
with a disc and bulge component, and the more realistic
outside-in disc-fading, we showed that disc-fading can ex-
plain the high Se´rsic indices of the PSBs and has the po-
tential to produce galaxies that follow the PSB mass–size
relation. Further exploration of outside-in fading gradients
combined with more sophisticated modelling is required to
fully reproduce the structural properties of the PSBs.
(vii) The fact that the PSB mass–size relation runs
through the large size end of the quiescent distribution
of galaxies provides direct evidence for recently quenched
galaxies contributing to the size growth of quiescent galax-
ies with decreasing redshift.
In tandem with the results presented in Matharu et al.
(2019), we confirm both minor mergers and the addition of
recently quenched galaxies to the quiescent population are
responsible for the rapid size growth at fixed stellar mass
observed in the quiescent population of galaxies with de-
creasing redshift. However, it remains unclear which of these
two processes dominate. Determining this will require better
sample statistics over a broad redshift range in a variety of
environments.
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APPENDIX A: F140W MASS-TO-LIGHT
RATIOS AS A FUNCTION OF D(4000)
Figure A1 shows how the F140W stellar mass-to-light ratio
varies with D(4000) for a set of stellar population models
with solar metallicity and a Chabrier (2003) initial mass
function using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) libraries. An
exponentially declining star formation history (SFR ∝ e−t/τ)
with a star formation timescale, τ = 0.3 Gyr is used. We use
this particular SFR model because this model was found
to be the best fit model to the distribution of D(4000) in
GCLASS (see Figure 3 in Muzzin et al. 2012).
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure A1. F140W stellar mass-to-light ratios as they would be
observed at z ∼ 1 as a function of D(4000) for a set of stellar pop-
ulation models with solar metallicity, an exponentially declining
star formation history with τ = 0.3 Gyr and a Chabrier (2003) ini-
tial mass function using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) libraries.
Points mark the mass-to-light ratios at intervals of 1 Gyr. Ages
> 6 Gyr (open points) are forbidden by the age of the Universe
at z ∼ 1.
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